
CSelect™ Fabric

Inspired by nature’s beauty and completely exclusive to 
CS, our CSelect™ fabric is where quality meets style. This 
premium curtain fabric embodies soft and vibrant hues 
that reflect the earth’s natural elements - helping create 
calm, healing environments. Indulge in the warming allure 
of CSelect’s unique selection of colors and patterns, from 
tones of tranquil blues and coppers to soft reds and pops of 
serene greens and yellows. Providing privacy protection has 
never looked so peaceful.

Features

. Inspired by the earth’s natural elements

. Four pattern options & six colorways

. Can be used for HUSH Curtain®, On the Right Track®, Snap  
 Lock, standard track systems and shower curtains with liner
. Coordinating disposable curtains available

Benefits

. Enhances the aesthetics while creating a calm, peaceful  
 atmosphere
. Fabric is closely woven and made with double-needle  
 interlock stitching, providing a finished look and supreme  
 durability
. Provides an exclusive design element that can’t be   
 matched through other curtain manufacturers
. Coordinates with other CS interior product solutions

Building Segments

. Healthcare

. Hospitality

. Education

Applications

. Patient Rooms

. Emergency Rooms

. Isolation Areas

. Clinical Areas

. Senior Living

. Showers
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Sandstone

Traditional Track        On The Right Track

CSelect™ Fabric

. A - 69" (1.8m) standard, up to 220" (5.6m)

. B - 0"- 36" (0mm - 914.4mm) mesh height options,   
 depending on ceiling height & AFF requirements
. C - Up to 74" (1.9m) standard height (custom sizing   
 available)
. D - 12"- 15" (30.48cm - 38.1cm) standard (custom sizing  
 available)

Product Details

. 100% polyester

Curtain Top Options

. Zip Top mesh

. Traditional mesh

. On The Right Track® with mesh

. Bead chain or PVC drop

. No mesh

Fabric & Color Options

Four patterns & six colorways available

SandstoneBark

See all fabric options online at c-sgroup.com.

Certifications/Testing

. HIPAA compliant

. All of our curtain fabrics meet NFPA requirements for 
 flame resistance

Warranty
 
. One-Year Manufacturer's Warranty
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SunsetSeagrass

. Nanotex® + bioAM® blended treatment available for   
   application on any fabric for added protection against     
   microorganisms

Coordinates with CSelect Disposable Curtains

Questions? Connect with a CS Representative.
c-sgroup.com/representative-locator 800.233.8493
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